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Physical Form Foam Profile
Color Specific Gravity
Odor Pounds per. Gallon
Solubility in Water pH of Concentrate
Reclaim Compatible V.O.C. % / Wt.
Cautions:

PROPERTIES

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

ADVANTAGES


	Untitled

	Product Name: TOTAL SHIELD® CERAMIC SEAL
	Product Sub Headline: VEHICLE PROTECTANT
	Product Description: Lock in the shine, protect against the weather with this easy-to-use, spray on and rinse off formula.  Infused with nano-quartz like particles and silicon which chemically bond to vehicle surfaces providing ceramic like effect. Dirt, grime and bugs come off easier and water repels with ease.
	Directions: CAR WASH APPLICATION:add on: dilute 1:90-120 (20-40 mL/car)in package use: dilute 1:240-300 (7-10 mL/car) MANUAL APPLICATION:  Wash and rinse the vehicle first.  While surfaces are still wet from the rinse water; spray or foam onto the entire vehicle with a solution using 15-30 mL of Total Shield® per gallon of water. Rinse off well and towel or blow dry. Do not allow to dry on surfaces before rinsing. Do not use more than 45 mL of Total Shield® per gallon of water for this method. Discard diluted solution after 2 days. SPRAY & WIPE:Add 1-2 oz to a 16 oz spray bottle and fill with water.  Spray onto clean surfaces and buff to a shine (not in direct sunlight).  Allow to cure for 4-8 hours before washing the vehicle.  
	Advantages: * Easy to use; simply spray on and rinse off.* Nano-quartz and silicon fills in microscopic irregularities in the surface.* Extremely resilient to chemicals, normal wear and abrasion. * Protects surfaces from harmful salts, bugs, dirt, rain and UV.* Enhances surface gloss and adds slickness to paint or clear-coat. * Repels water and grime.  * Available to create yellow liquid for application awareness.* Tropical coconut scent appeals to customers. 
	Cautions: Causes eye damage and skin irritation.
	Foam Profile: Low-Moderate
	Specific Gravity: ~0.96
	Pounds per: 
	 Gallon: ~8.1

	pH of Concentrate: 4.0-5.0
	V: 
	O: 
	C: 
	 %/Wt: <15



	Physical Form: Liquid
	Color: Amber or Yellow
	Odor: Tropical 
	Solubility in Water: Complete
	Reclaim Compatible: Yes
	Stock Number: QW-0504
	Container Size: 5,15,30 (Gal.)
	Technical Date: 01/23/21


